FALL 2021

M201 Theories of Architecture (Osman, M.)
M205A MURP Comprehensive Exam: Applied Planning Research Project I (Blumenberg)
M206A Intro to Geographic Information Systems and Spatial Data Science (Kawano)
M208A Introduction to Luskin PhD Research (Holloway)
M208C Research Design: The Logic of Inference and Causation (Franke)
219 Community Engaged Planning and Design for a More Just Public Realm (Odbert/Elachi/Epley)
220A Quantitative Analysis in Urban Planning I (Osman)
222A Introduction to History & Theory of Planning (Vestal)
228-1 Visual Communications (first five weeks) (Epley/Nixon)
228-2 Visual Communications (second five weeks) (Epley/Nixon)
229 Zoning for Equity (Monkkonen)
237A Sectoral Analysis (McBride/Wolff)
254 Bicycle & Pedestrian Planning (Campbell)
M255 Shared Mobility Policy and Planning (Taylor)
262 Water Resources (Pierce)
264 Environmental Law (Hecht, Sean)
280 Affordable Housing Development (Ling)
297-1 Public Transit Recovery Series (Matute)
297-2 Planning Abolitionist Futures: Theory (Vestal)

WINTER 2022

202A Land Use Planning (two-quarter course)
M203A Housing Segregation, Housing Discrimination & the Evolution of Public Policy (two-quarter course)
205B MURP Comprehensive Exam: Applied Planning Research Project II (Blumenberg)
M206A Intro to Geographic Information Systems and Spatial Data Science (Kawano)
M208B Logic of Inference and Causation (Osman)
217A-1 Community Collaborative (Tilly)
217A-2 Comp Project (Matute)
218B Advanced Visual Communications (Epley/Nixon)
219 Designing Urban Climate Change Adaptation (Goh)
220B Quantitative Analysis in Urban Planning II (Loya)
223 Critical Race Studies (Flores)
229 Planning in Black Communities (Vestal)
M236A Regional Economic Development (Storper)
239 Methods and Practice of International Development (Commins)
252 Transportation & Design Studio (Srivastava)
M258 Transportation & the Environment (Millard-Ball)
M265 Environmentalisms (Turner)
269 Environmental Justice (Koslov)
M272 (A/UD M272) Introduction to Market-Rate Real Estate Development Studio (Shum)
274 Introduction to Physical Planning (Mukhija)
C285 Built Environment and Health (Schwarz)
M291 Introduction to Sustainable Architecture (Wells)

SPRING 2022

202B Land Use Planning (two-quarter course)
M203B Housing Segregation, Housing Discrimination & the Evolution of Public Policy (two-quarter course)
207-1 Applied Microeconomics for Urban Planning (Manville)
207-2 Applied Microeconomics for Urban Planning (Manville)
206B Advanced Geographic Information Systems and Spatial Data Systems (THE STAFF)
211 Law & the Quality of Urban Life (Knox)
217B-1 Community Collaborative (Tilly)
217B-2 Comp Project (Matute)
224 Racial Justice & Planning (Goh & Terriquez)
229 Urban Data Science (Millard-Ball)
229 Qualitative Methods (Ritterbusch)
232 Disaster Management and Response (Commins)
236B Globalization (Storper)
239 Urban Politics in the Global South (Herrera)
C251 (CM151) Parking and the City (Shoup)
M253 Travel Behavior Analysis (Bills)
M256 Transportation Economics, Finance, and Policy (Osman)
260B Green Urban Studio (Wells)
265B Urban Environments, Socioecologies, and Political Ecology (Hecht)
269 Sea-Level Rise and Social Response (Koslov)
272B Advanced Real Estate Studio (Hull)
273 Site Planning (Mukhija)
282 Urban Design: Theories, Paradigms, Applications (Loukaitou-Sideris)
283 Community Development, Organizing, and Engagement (Aviles)